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BYURAKAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY - 75 YEARS OF OUTSTANDING 
ACHIEVEMENTS  
 
The book is devoted to the 75 years history of the NAS RA V. Ambartsumian Byurakan Astrophysical 
Observatory (BAO) - one of the outstanding research institutes of Armenia. It consists of 2 main parts; 
Information and Scientific ones. The Scientific Part includes most important results and achievements 
during 1946-2021, 75 years of intensive research by some 150 astronomers and productive work of 
dozens of telescopes, as well as hard work with databases and archives. 22 articles are given grouped in 4 
chapters: "Star & Nebulae", "Extragalactic Astronomy", "Theoretical Astrophysics ", and "Other Studies ". 
The Information Part gives BAO 75 years history, its founder, one of the greatest scientists of the 20th 
century Viktor Ambartsumian's biography and activities, BAO 2.6m, lm Schmidt and other telescopes, all 
scientific meetings held in Byurakan and/or by BAO and other events, the list of all scientists and 
publications. Many photos are given to make the Book more illustrated and interesting. The Book may be 
useful for professional astronomers/astrophysicists, astronomy students, specialists in the history of 
science, and all those interested in science and particularly in astronomy /astrophysics. 
 
POGOSSIAN EDWARD  
Constructing Models of Being by Cognizing  
 
Following Jean Piaget, we interpret cognizing as mental doings on learning and organizing mental systems 
(mss), while learning and organizing are mostly reduced to revelation and acquisition of mss accumulated 
in communities. To ground the fundamental hypotheses of Piaget that cognitive doings are learned stage 
by stage from certain root doings to the highest ones by means of only a few rules, we construct an 
extension of object-oriented programs, mentals, to approach the expressive power of natural languages in 
representation of realities and confirm the adequacy of mentals in modeling cognizing by several criteria. 
Then we argue that mentals, including the rules of their cognitive development, are reducible to certain 
roots, including 1- and 2- place classifiers, and a chain of development of classifiers to various cognitive 
mentals can be tracked based on the - algorithms (inductors) of revelation of 1/2 place classifiers of 
increasing abstractness, aimed to model the law of accommodation by Piaget, and ii - procedures of 
acquisition of mss from communities and their processing for several cognitive doings, aimed to model the 
law of assimilation by Piaget. 2. Then, we question whether these 1/2 place classifiers can originate in 
Nature and develop to the highest levels of cognizing allowing to construct their own AI robots. A positive 
answer to this question could resolve the mystery of the origin of cellular realities, since their enormous 
complexity cannot be attained by chance but it can only be constructed. The promises of the positive 
answer rely on the uniformity of the measures of negentropicity by Schrödinger and information by 
Shannon as well as on the hypotheses of physicists, referring to J. Parondo, that information (and, 
therefore, negentropics) can originate in Nature. 3. Consequently, one may question whether this 
origination is unique to our solar system or is manifold in the Universe? Following the assumption that 
conditions similar to those of our solar system are manifold in the Universe, we can assume that powerful 
cognizers can originate in various regions of the Universe and self-develop to the highest levels allowing 
them to reproduce themselves in various modes. 
 
International Conference on Electron, Positron, Neutron and X-ray Scattering under the 
External Influences : (Yerevan - Meghri Armenia, october 21-26, 2019)  
          Part I: Proceedings. - 2019 
 Part II: Proceedings. - 2020  
 
Computer Science and Information Technologies : proceedings of the conference (September 25-29, 
2017 Yerevan, Armenia)  
 
Computer Science and Information Technologies : proceedings of the conference (September 23-27, 
2019 Yerevan, Armenia)  
 

 


